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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of wind tunnel tests, IH4, con-
ducted at the Langley Research Center Unitary Plan Wind funnel. The
model tested was an 0.010-scale version of the Vehicle 3 Space Shuttle
Configuration. Pressure measurements were made on the launch configura-
tion, Orbiter alone, external tank alone, and solid rocket booster alone,
to provide heat transfer pressure data.
The tests were conducted for a Mach number range from 2.36 to 4.6
and Reynolds number range from 1.2 to 5 x 10 6 per foot. The model was
tested at angles of attack from -10 0 to 20 0 for a sideslip angle range
from -5° to +5°, and at sideslip angles from -5° to 48° for 0 0 angle of
attack.
This report for IH4 consists of four volumes:
Volume 1 - data figures 4 through 47
Volume 2 - data figures 48 through 92
Volume 3 - tabulated source data, pages 1-401 (R data sets)
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SCHEDULE OF PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS:
A} CP/CPstag versus X/Lb; CP/CPstag versus
B} CP/CPstag versus X/CW
C} CP/CPstag versus X/Cv
D} CP/CPstag versus X/LT ; CP/CPstag versus e
E) CP/CPstag versus X/LSRB; CP/CPstag versus 4
F) P i /P u versus X/L b ; P i /Pu versus






P1/Pu versus X/LT; Pi/Pu versus e
a}
	




a speed of sound, ft/sec
Ab base area, ft 2	3
b BREF wing span or reference span, in
i
c.g. center of gravity {
Q ref LREF reference length or wing mean aerodynamic
1
E chord, in
C C local wing chord, in
Cp CP local pressure coefficient;
	 (P n	 Pte)/q
Cpstag CPSTG stagnation pressure coefficient 	 j
CP/CPstag CP/CPS ratio of local static pressure coefficient
to stagnation pressure coefficient
CONFIG configuration
F.S. fuselage station, 	 in
I.V. integrated vehicle
	 1





M.S. missile station, in
Pt PL local static pressure; 1/2pv 2 , psi
POINT data point number
i
P. PINF freestream static pressure, psi
i
Pi/Pu PI/Pu interference to undisturbed pressure ratio
























PORT Scanivalve port number
RUN run number
RN/L unit Reynolds number, per ft
S-V Scani val ve number
VALVE
Q(PS 0 dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2 , psi
SREF wing area or reference area, ftz
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis, in
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis, in
ZMRP moment reference point on Z axis, in
T temperature, OF
V velocity, ft/sec
X/LB distance from nose of orbiter divided by
orbiter length
X/LT distance from external tank nose divided
by external tank length
X/LSRB distance from SRB nose divided by SRB length
X/CW distance from wing leading .edge divided by
wing chord length
X/CV distance from vertical tail leading edge
divided by vertical tail chord length










Y lateral distance from center-line of component,
in
2Y/BW distance from fuselage center-Iine outboard
divided by semi-span length
Z vertical distance from reference plane of
component, in
Z/BV distance from orbiter station Zo = 500
divided by vertical	 tail span
ALPHA angle of attack, deg
BETA angle of sideslip, deg
PSI SRB ray angle measured clockwise, looking
forward, from bottom center-line, deg
PHI orbiter ray angle measured clockwise,
looking forward, from bottom center-line, deg
THETA external tank ray angle measured clockwise,
looking forward, from bottom center-line, deg
RHO mass density, slugs/ft3
MU freestream viscosity, lb-sec/ft`s
i
SUBSCRIPTS
a	 SSV reference system
I	 conditions upstream of a shock wave
2	 conditions downstream of a shock wave
B	 body











i	 I	 interference-integrated vehicle data
LE	 leading edge
L	 local
MS	 missile station, in







stag	 S	 stagnation conditions
T	 T	 external tank
t	 total conditions
U	 U	 undisturbed-component alone data






(1) 0 1 + T15 + Sg N16 - Integrated Vehicle
01 = Orbiter - B17 C7 M4 F5 W103 E22 V7 R5
B17	 Fuselage
C7 - Canopy
M4 - OMS Pods
F5 - Body Flap
W103- Wing .
E22 - Elevon
V7 - Vertical Tail
R5 - Rudder
115 = External Tank with protuber---
S8 = Solid Rocket Booster
N16 = BSRM nozzles
(2) 01 + T22 + Sg N16 - Integrated Vehi
T22 = External Tani: without pros
(3) 01	 Orbiter
(4) T15 - External Tank Alone
(5) Sg N16 - Solid Rocket Booster Alom
16
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The NASA LaRC 4 foot Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) is a closed-
circuit, continuous flow, variable density facility. The test section is
4 feet by 4 feet by 7 feet long.
Two tunnel legs are available for supersonic testing in the Mach
number ranges 1.47 to 2.86 (Leg No. 1) and 2.29 to 4.63 (Leg No. 2). All
of these tests were made in Leg No. 2. An asymmetric, sliding block
nozzle position and total pressure setting provide the test Mach numbers
at a specified Reynolds number. Reynolds number can be varied from 0.76
to 7.78 million per foot. Available stagnation pressure variation is
4.0 to 142. psia. Dynamic pressure variation is 95. to 1260. psf with
normal operating stagnation temperature about 150°F in Mach modes 2 or 3
and about 175°F in Mach mode 4. The tunnel is equipped with a dry air
supply, an evacuating system, and a cooling system. The facility power
is approximately 83,000 horsepower.
Model mounting provisions consist of various sting arrangements,
including axial (longitudinal), lateral (independent pitch and yaw), and
roll movement with side wall support. A Schlieren system and oil flow
visualization equipment are available. Data are recorded at the tunnel
and reduced off-line at the Langley Computer Center. The tunnel is used
for force and moment, pressure, and dynamic stability tests. Foot and cold





Before model installation, each of the 341 model orifices were checked
for leaks and continuity. The location of each of the orifices on the model
is presented in Table 4. It was found during this check that orifices 43,
738, and 766 were open and that orifices 121, 532, 553, 558, 590, and 715
were plugged. Of these, only orifice 43 was recorded during the tests.
During model installation, the good orifices were connected to twelve
Scanivalves as indicated in Tables 5 and 6. A system leak and continuity
check was made at this time and all orifices were reading good except 701
which was plugged after data point 104. No further checks were made be-
cause none of these connections were broken during the test.
A vacuum was connected to port 0 and a 1 psi reference pressure to
ports 1 and 2 of each Scanivalve. Additional reference pressures of 5 psi
were connected to the first two ports that were open after all model pres-
sures were recorded on each Scanivalve. On the Scanivalves that used 10
psi transducers, the next two ports had a 10 psi reference pressure con-
.}
nection. The vacuum was used as a zero point in data reduction and the
reference pressures were used as a check on the transducer calibrations
during running, and, if necessary, to adjust the pretest calibration of
the transducers. To increase the accuracy of the data, the transducers
used in each of the twelve Scanivalves were arranged by pressure range
depending on which configuration was being tested and on estimated pres-
sure measurement levels. The actual transducer range used in each Scani-
valve is presented in Table 7. After each transducer change, a check was
made to ensure that there were no leaks.
18
DATA REDUCTION
Standard Langley Research Center methods were used to obtain local
static pressures in psi, Pn.





The ratios of local static pressure to freestream static pressure
upstream of the shock wave were calculated by:
PR1
 = Pn/P1
The ratios of local static pressure to total pressure downstream of
the shock wave were calculated by:
PR2 = Pn /Pt2
The stagnation pressure coefficients were calculated by:
Cpstag y ( P 'w2 - Pl)/ql
The ratios of 'Local static pressure coefficient to stagnation pres-
sure coefficient were calculated by:
Cp n /Cpstag = (Pn - P l )/(Pt2 - Pi)
If the data was from a component alone run, this equation provided
the ratio of local static pressure coefficient und:-Curbed to stagnation
pressure coefficient, Cpu/Cpstag . However, if the data was from an ante--
grated component run, this equation provided the ratio of local static
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
The ratios of local static pressure interference to local static
pressure undisturbed were calculated by:















2.95 1.2 1.62 150
2.95 3.0 4.04 150
2.95 5.0 6.73 150
3.7 1.2 1.26 150
3.7 3.0 3.15 150
3.7 5.0 5.26 150
4.6 1s2 0.98 175
.b 3.0 2.15 175
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TABLE II. (Continued).
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TABLE H. (Continued),









MACH NUMBERS I OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT B^ODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION' 
.-nise3.




Max Width _ In.

























TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT	 QMEJ rte_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 ^^nfi g^^^^^^a r^r R^n^^ 1 T,1 rres.^
wo -000 .39 .
A^I011H'f. ^C'AT.R. 0-010  - -
DRAWING NUMBER __ V1,70 -00013
DIMENSIONS	 PULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE









FABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 ELEVOW
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
_3 Configuration per W ., Rockwell Lines
X70-000139 data for (1) of (2) s1des.
DRAWING NUMBER:	 ^Q:nng33A
DIMENSIONS: FALL-SCALE
Area - Ft 205.52
Span (equivalent) - In.. 353 .34
Inb'd equivalent chord n4-78
Outt d equivalent chord ,5..00
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.208
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.440
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge a 00
Trailing Edge - 10.24
Hingeline 0.00




























^ ^.^^ _ nn	 n _ a^_i^n
lTABLE IIi. - Continued,
MODEL COMPONENT: OhS Pods- My
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	
Configuration 3 per Rockwell Lines VL70-000139,
NOTE: M4 identical to M3, except intersection to fuselage.





Loroth - IN	 346.0	 3.460
Max Width - IN	 108.0	 1.080
Max Depth - IN	 113.0	 1.120
Fineness Ratio







TABLE 111. - Continued.
	 -
BSRM NOZZLES -- N,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3 Confi.g umtion BSRM Nozzles per Rockwell Lines 	
1
a	 _
VL77-000036 and VL72-000058, Data f or (l)- of (2) sides
Model Scale	 0.010
. u s . ^.  n . r nrrrs.r  . r r^r r. w—^^i n wa n 	
- - r r r	 r.w
	
^	 - -VL72- 000088




DIAMETER DEX MIN (@ XT = 1941)
DIAMETER DT
	 IN





LEFT NOZZLE -r IN FS
RIGHT NOZZLE M IN FS
NULL' POSITION




















TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT:	 RUDDER - R5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Rudder_.
MODEL SCALE:	 0.010	 MODEL DRAWING No.: SR-80014R_R IEASE 6
DRAWING NUMBER:	 VL70-000146A
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft2 106.38 .0106
Span	 (equivalent)_ In. 201.0 2.010
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. 91.585 0.916
Outb'd equivalent chord 50833 0.508
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83
Tailing Edge 26.25 26.25
HZngeline 34.83 34.83
Area Moment (Norval to hinge line)-Ft 3 526,13 0.0005
33
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TABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT :	
- Zia
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Banater Solid Rocket„ 3 Con#' 5urjj. ton. Pady
of Revolution, Data for (1) of (2) sides, per Rockwell Lines VL77-00 0036
and VL72-000088
DRAWING NUMBER	 -	 -
DIMENSIONS :	 PULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE




Max Width (Tank Dia.) - in. 	 1, .0	 1,1 20
Max Depth (Aft Shroud) - In.
	
205.0	 _ 2.050









WP of BSRM Centerline (ZT ) - In. 
	
400.0	 4.00
PS of BSRM Nose (X } - Ia.	 200.0	 2 .00
34
TABLE 111. - Continued.
External tank with protuberances T15 1MODEL COMPONENT:	 a
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
	 External oxygen-hydrogen tank; Vehicle 3 Configuration









Length - In. (Nose, @XT=309)	 1865	 x,8.65
Max. Width (Dia.. )-In• .	 324	 3.24
Max. Depth	 -	 -
Fineness Ratio	 5.756	 5.756






WP of Tank Centerline (XT ) In,.	 100.0	 4.000
35
TABLE III. - Concluded.
(ODES. COMPONENT:
	
External Tank without proturbrances^ T22
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External Oxygen-Hydrogen Tank, Vehicle 3 Oonfiguration,
per Rockwell lines VL78-000041E and VL72-000088E








Length - In. (Nose OXT309)	 1865	 18.65
Max. Width	 (0ia. )-1n.	 324	 3.









WP of Tank Centerline (XT ) Li.	 400.0	 4.000
t
36
iTABLE III. - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V
GF-714'RAL DESCRIPTION:	 Centgri_i ne vertiaa]- jaJ 3., dw, 7 e ve ge s r fo' 3_% ±th
rounded leading edge.
NOTE:	 Same as V5 but with manipulator hgUggilag removed,
MODEL SCALE:	 0.010
DRAV1I;NG NUMBER:	 VL70 -000139
DIMENSIONS: FILL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft2 -
Flanform no 0: 0.4a
Span. ( Theo) - In.
-	 15 , 72Aapect Ratio ?_.675
3:1 X72




0.25 Element Line p X30
Chords:
Root ( Theo) ;JP 268.50 2.6550
Tip (Theo) WP 108.7 ^-.0817
MAC 3 99. 81 ^^2$1 _.__
Fus . Sta . of .25 MAC 3.1 63.50 1 4. {^5
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52a (;15522
B.L, of .25 MAC 0 plop--- 0,00
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 30..QU., 10.00
TrailinG WedGe Ingle - Deg. 7.4.92(2 1h.920	 -..
Leading; Edge Radius 2,000 0,020
Void. Area - Ft 13.17





MODEL OMP0 . 1v-T 2.	 WING-4,03-
"V RA '- aESCR 117I N:	 Conf igliratiou 3 Orbiter me
... ^.,... Tine ^ Yi.70-0001Ag.
...^
NOTE:
	 Same Cpl ati^
 oxtu 42 W




y JnV.T. snnr{ Z.	 n- _n7 n •u urr^.. . 	 u^..w.....r
'rs
'^n. DIG. N4.— Vh70
-?3a
Di M	 4NS: FULL-SCALE MODE_ L _SCALE
N
TOTAL WA









Taper Ratio 0 2oD
Dihedral An g l e, degrees
,
^_:., _.-3Incsdence A*^gle, degrees 0Q^.^._
-.3-
= Aerodynamic Twist, degrees • -,^.	 '^ CinC) ^ a ruin 
Sweep Back Angles,,    degrees
Leading Edge ^^.000D
Trai 1 i n 9 Ed - 1-0.21
O.25 Element Line 2
:. Chords
Root (Theo	 B.P.O.O. 689.2 ZjQ2k
Ti v, (Theo
	 B.P. 1X7 .85 1.	 85
MAC {
Fus. Sta. of .z5 MAC 1^ 3l
..._'
Z 89 t





Ft 1752.29 0 !V52
Span, (Theo)	 In. BR108 72 7
Aspect Ratio D 08
Taper Ratio . ^.
Chords
` Root BP108 562 ?o -	 5
Tip 1.00 b 137.$5 1,	 8g
MAC 2 3A^. z qw
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 71 A,
11 A531
W. P. of .25 MAC an min.
S.L. of, . 25 MAC
'^5^^7 2.5a79
Airfoil Section ( Rockwell Mod NASA) _
XXXX-6a
Soot 0.10. 0.10
_ Tipb 012._ 012
Data for (1) of ('2) . Sides
Leadi-ng Edge Cuff 2Planfcrm Area .	^t 1, ^	 3
to?Gl	 Ede. Tnt0.1 sects 0	 L^.. 3 4^i0.0




TABLE IV. - ORIFICE LOCATIONS.
C	 26-SOTS Orbiter
`"	 LZUW = 1290.3
Pressure Ta p Locations Bottom Surface
ttom.Centerline g.P = -50" (F.S.
Orifice Orifice
Yo. X/L X	 (a	 F. S ) t:o. x L
1 0 238.00 33 .20 496. 060
2 .005 244.452 34 .30 6.25 .090
3 .020 263.806
4 .040 289.612 Windshield' LeftSiide
5 .060 315.416
6 .080 341.224 30 Center of forward window
7 .100 367.030 31 :e:Ler of oblique window
8 .150 431.545 32 center of aft, window
9 .200 496.060
10 .300 625.090 ^„ross 5ecticna (Left. Side)
11 .40G 754.3-20
12 . 500 883. 150 rY Ci ce
13 . 600 1012.180 !:o.. ' L_ , X:	 (F..3 .
14 .800 1270.240
15 .950 1463.785 35 -1C 3 67. 030 10"
16 .975 1496.043 36 209
17 1.000 1528.300 37 CGL Tangent
18 1.025 1560.558 a ff 9 ^angent
19 1.050 1592.815 19 . 27 496.060 0 L '.^jaCrierent 
401
o. _ 0.enter?3.Tte 41 0 c 400
42 = 50 0 (Z=320)
:rift^e 43 16..3	 ("=410}
F . S . 1,4 ,1: - 625 . r)9(^ 0=33.1 ^,.0="5
4 r, 0 = 40
2C - 05^- 3'',2.515 1FF, = 452 . 1r.,-; 367.030 47 0	 57 (Z=33n )
22 125 399.288 4 -60.9 (:;340 )
23 .150 431.54:5 49 0-65 (2:350)
24 . 16G 44.4.448 5:, 0=69 (Z=360)
2.5
.170 457.351 51 5.7 (Z-410)
26 .leo 470.254 52 =x.35
27 .200 496.060 .53 .60 1012.180 0=79.3 (7.=380)
28 . 100 625.090 54 X95.5 (2=410)
25 .600 1012.180 55 0=103 (Z=425)
56 0=112.6 (Z=440)
57 X135
58 .80 1270.24 0=95.5 ('-"=410)





_ -- -OF poit R
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TART IV. -- Continued.
26-0r., Orbiter -- wontlnuea
0.010-6cale
01.5 Pods (Left side
Orifice
t?O .	 k Z L 	 X,r,JLL	 Y^g ILT,	 Z JULL	 JL
61	 .7PO	 1245	 -95	 474	 127.9
62	 .805	 1276 	 -105.5	 188	 129.5
63	 .829	 1307	 -117.0	 498.7	 130
64	 .862	 135C	 -126.5	 506	 130
65	 .963	 1480	 -134.5	 513	 130
66	 .829	 1307	 -95.0	 511	 139.6
67	 .963	 1480	 -95.0	 530	 1.4.4
68	 .829	 1307	 -124.5	 474	 120.8
69	 .963	 1480	 -142.5	 474	 117.5
70	 1.000	 1528.3	 -142.5	 474	 117.5
71	 1., X145	 7 547	 3ottom of PCS




NO.X L	 Y.	 X^F,^,
.25
	
72	 .40	 •153	 754.120
o=117.085	 7-2	 .50	 .299	 883.150
X86.0	 74	 .6o	 .444	 1012.180
' O I-7=618.5
	
75	 .80	 .736	 1270. ?4C
.40	 76	 .592	 .C25	 1002.063
- o=:187-336
	
77	 .600	 . 045	 10"-2.18!:-
502.5
	
7°	 .66o	 .2U,	 logo. n^ C
c)LF--9#9, 5	 79	 .700	 .302	 1141.21r,
go	 .80	 •559	 3,27(,.?AG
81	 .933	 .900	 1441.750,
.50	 82	 .651	 . ();^5
-o=234- 1'7r	 83	 .700	 .177	 714'.210
=416.5	 84	 .800	 .487	 1.270.24.0
XOT =706"x.5
.60	 85	 .708	 .100	 1152.000
vo=261.004	 86	 .800	 .428	 1270-24(,
36o.0	 87	 .845	 .600	 1332.000




90	 .918	 .850	 1422.000




TABLE IV. -- Continued.
26-OTS Orbiter - Contivied
96	 .826	 .10	 1303.850
97	 .924	 .90	 1430.650






















Left Wing Bottom Surfac e; - C.ontinued
Orifice
No. ^vr TA !^ rX n V n	 sAnF'JLL
92 .740 1193.425
93 .300 .302 1270.240
94 .928 ,goo 1435.SOO




















ht 4ing To	 Surface
-Orifice
2 o. Y L x FULL
.40 115 .602 .05	 1014.625
vo 1 87.336 116 .660 .20	 1090.000
r=502.5 117 .816 .60	 1291.000
per=989.5
.6G 11R .736 .20	 1188.000
Yo=281.004 119 .848 .6r	 1332.0n0
7=1160.0 120 .904 .80	 14c;4. 00C





.80 123 .782 .20	 1246.960
s_o=374-0'7 2 1.24 .884 .9n	 1378.070
C=187.3
Y: 017,=1209-5
Vertical Tail	 Left Fide
Orifice
1 ,01 Yn
125 .299 594.34 L.';.	 0
=26 .299 594.34 1438.2	 .3!
127 .299 594.34 1570.5	 .9r
28 .53'' 667.9 L. 	 0
129 .532 667.9 15ro.?	 .3r
;3r
.532 667.9 1537.0	 .5C	 E
31 .532 667.9 1585.5	 .7{-,
132 .532 667.9 1.67.1. n	 .90
'33 •755 741.49 L. 	 `'
i
^ 34 .765 741.49 1563-P	 . fir`
'35 17 65 741-.49 1657. 2 	.9t'







TABI.,B IV. - Continued.
26-0T5
External Tank - 0.010--Scale
LT = 2174-309 = 1865 F.S. = 1P .650 t'.S.
Orifice
_M.o._ , ^I, 9 X
501 .04 o° 74.60 0.746
502 .08 00 149.2''; 1.492
503 .15 00 279.75 2.7975
504 .44 00 746.00 7.460
505 .60 00 1119.00 11.190
506 .80 00 1492.00 14.920
507 .40 450 746.00 7.460
508 .60 45 0 1119.40 11.190
509 .80 450 1492.00 14.920
510 .90 450 1678.50 16.785
511 .30 67.50 559.50, 5.595
512 .35 67.50 652.75 6.5275
513 .40 67.50 746.00 7.460
514 .50 67.50 932.50 9.320
515 .6o 67.5° 1119.00 11.190
516 .65 67.50 1212.25 12.1225
517 .70 67.50 1305.50 13.055
518 .75 67.50 1398.75 13.9875
519 .80 67.50 149?. 00 14.920
520 .9r 67.50 1678.50 16.785
521 .20 9o° 373.00 3.730
522 .25 goo 466.25 4.6625
523 .275 900 512.875 5.12875
524 ,'n 90° 559.50 5.595n
525 .325 90° 606.125 6.06125
526 .35 90° 652.75 6.5275
527 .40 goo 746.oc. 7.460
528 .45 9o° 839.25 8.3925
529 .50 g4° 932. 5" 9.3250
530 .55 90° 1x,25.75 10.25"5
53= . 60 900 1319. r;0 11.190
532 .65 goo 1212.25 12.1225
533 .70 gG° 1305.50 13.0550
534 .75 900 1398.75 13.9875
535 •80 9o° 1492.00 14.9200
536 .85 goo 1585.25 15.85^5
537 .90 9o0 1678.50 16.7850
538 .275 112.50 512.875 5.12875
539 .30 112.50 559.50 5.5950
540 .325 112.50 606.125 6.06125
541 .35 11.2.50 652.75 6.5275
542 .40 112.50 746.00 7.460










TABLE IV. - Continued.
26-OTS - Continued
xF-S	 ^Y-r5
545 .55 112.50 1025.75 10.2575
546 .60 112.50 1119.00 11.1900
547 .65 112.50 1212.25 12.1225
548 .70 112 .50 1305.50 13 .0550
549 .75 112.50 1398.75 13.9875
550 .80 112.50 1492.00 14.92 0'
.85 112.50 1585.25 15.8525
552 ,90 1.12.50 1678.5r, 16.7850
553 .825 1230 1538.625 15.38625
554 .85 123° 1585.25 15.8525
555 .875 123° 1631.875 16.31875
556 .90 1230 1678.50 16.7850
557 .925 1230 1725.125 17.25125
558 .96 1230 1790.40 17.9040
559 •325 1350 606.125 6.06125
560 .35 1,350 652.75 6.5275
561 .375 135° 699.375 6.99375
562 .40 135° 746.00 7.460
563 .45 1350 839.25 8.3925
564 .50 1350 932.50 9.3250
565 .55 1350 1025.75 10.2575
566 .60 1350 1119. on 17, .190
567
.65 1350 1212.25 12.1225
568 .70 1-350 1305.50 13.0550
569 .75 1350 1398.75 13.9875
570 .80 135rj 1492.C`n 14.920j] .85 1350 1.585.25 15 . 8525
5 . 'r2, .gO 135 0 1678. 56 1-6.7850
573 .935 1510 1743.775 17.43775
574 .40 157.5° 746; - ,-r 7.1+60
575 .4^5 157.50 70.629 7.92625
c 7 157.50 93Y -2 5 '.3925
577 .475 157.50 SP5. P7 5 8, -P5875
578 .50 157.50 932.50 9.325(.
579 .55 157.50 1025.75 10.2575
580 .60 157.50 1119.00 11.1901
581 .+"5 157.50 1212.25 12.1725
582 .70 157.50 1Y',5. 5 1': 13-155('
583 .75 157.52 13c,^,', ;: 13.9875
584 .80 157.50 1492.00 14.
585 .85 157.50 1585.25 15.8525
586 .90 157.50 1678.50 16.7850
587 .425 161° 792.625 7,92625
588 .50 166° 932.50 9.3250
589 .70 1660 1.305.50 13.0550
590 .90 1660 1678.50 16.7850
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TABL'T IV. - continued.
26-GrS - Continued
Orifice
No. - xL e
591 .40 1670 746.00 7.4600
592 0.00 180°. 0.00 0.00
593 .005 18o0 9.325 0.09325
594 .01 1800 18.65 0.1865
595 .04 1800 7/4.6(' 0.7460
596.
.08 1800 149.20 1.4920
597 .15 Moll 279.75 2.7975
598 .20 1800 373.00 3.730
599 .25 1800 466.25 4.6625
600 .30 1800 559.50 5.5950
601 .35 1800 652.75 6.5275
602 .375 1800 699.375 6.99375
603 .4C 1800 746.00 7.460
604 .425 18013 752.625 7.92625
605 .45 1800 839.25 8.3925
606 .475 1800 885.875 8.85875
607 .50 1800 932.50 9,325,)
6o8 .525 1800 979.125 9.79125
tog .55 1800 1025.75 10.2575
610) .575 1800 1072.375 10.72375
611 .6o 18o0 1119.1-10 11.1900
612 .65 180° 1212.25 1.1225
613 .70 1800 1305.5,) 13.0550
614 .75 1800 1398.75 13.9875
6' 5 .80 1800 149?.00 14,920
616 .85 180° 1585. 25 15.8525
61'' .90 18011 16?P , 50 16 .785()
618 .937 ILPO° 1747.505 --?-47505
619 .975 180° 1818.375 1B.1a3?5
620 .08 1970 1.4921'
62^-
.15 1970 279.75 2.7975
622 .30 197° 559.5f- :.595(;
623 •50 1970 932.5 x.325(`
624 .70 i97° 1305.5,) 13-"55'"
625 .90 1970 1678.50 -16.7850
626 .15 2100 279.75 2.7975
627 .4C 2100 746. r)8 7.46or)
628 .60 ?.10° 11i.^. ^^^? 11.1900
629 .80 2100 1492.00 14.9200
630 .937 2100 1747.505 17.47505
631 .40 2200 746. 00 7.4604
632 ..50 2200 932.50 9.3250
633 .70 2200 1305.50 13.0550
634 .335 225° 624.775 6.2-4775
635 .40 2320 746.00 7.4600
636 .60 2320 1119.00 11.1900 .
637 . 80 2390 1492.00 14.9P-00
;W
Concluded.




` o^. X/L No. ^ k5^FtJ1;L
701 .00 90 200.000 735 .900 225 1708.400
702 .025. 90 2-41. 900 736 .930 225 1758.680
703 .050 90 283. 800 '737 .960 225 1808.960
704 .100
-7) 367.600 738 .990 225 1859.240
705 .400 9C 870.400 739 .930 240 1758. 660
	
Skirt706 .700 90 1373.200 740 .960 240 1808.960 Diagram
	
P707 .780 90 1498.0 741 .990 240 1859.240
708 .800 90 1540.800 742 .300 2147.5 702.800
709 .930 90 1758.680 743 .400 247.5 870.400
710 . 990 90 1859.240 744 .500 247.5 1038.000
711 .050 180 283.800 745 .600 247.5 1205.600
712 . 100 180 367.600 746 .700 247.5 1373.200
713 .2CO 180 535.200 71+7 .17 5 26c, 392.740
714 .400 180 87Q.400 748 270 (45' IU from rce ,^ radius)
s 715 .600 180 1205. 600 749 .025 270 241.900
716 .700 180 1373.200 750 .050 270 283.800
717 .780 180 1498. 0 751 .075 270 325.700
718 .800 180 1540.800 752 .100 270 367.60n
719 .900 160 1708.400 753 .110 270 384.360
! 720 .930 180 1758.650 754 .130 270 417.880
. 721 .960 180 1808.960 755 .150 270 451.400
722 .990 180 1859.2-40 756 .2rQ 270 535.200
1723 .910 21C 1725.16 ''57 .300 270 702.800
#k 72h .920 210 1741.920 On `55 •400 270 870.400j 725 .930 21n 17 5-8.680i Skirt 759 .5CO 270 1.038.000
{ 726 .95n 211 0 1764.440 ilia- 760 . 60n 2. 70 1205.600
- 797 .92.5 2"5 1 736.42 gran 76: 70^ 270 1373.200
-? -94" 215 7 ., 5. n 7^ 2 . 7F, 2n0 X408;0
729 .960 215 '. Bn8 .960 70 .BO(' ?70 1540.800
730 -15r' 2 )5 4.51.400 764 .90n 270 1708.400
	 >^737_ . 4 .. ^^; M1^- , ^^	 ;., 7x,5 .9Y) 270 1758.68''
2 .6C'r ?25 w^0.5.600 76' .990 270 1.959.240
733 ; S 225 14 9 811 . -` 76P! .30(') 315 "t-12. 800
734 .800 225 1540.500 76r .70n 315 1373.200
pAG^
BRIG ^R ^G.p,I,^i'Y ^6
•
Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port
1 12 4 41 10 17 81 2 10
2 12 5 42 10 18 82 10 28
3 12 6 43 4 4 83 6 33
4 12 7 44 10 19 84 6 8
5 12 8 45 10 20 85 8 9
6 10 4 46 10 21 86 6 9
7 10 5 47 4 5 87 6 10
8 10 6 48 4 6 88 2 11
9 .10 7 49 4 7 89 2 12
10 10 8 50 4 8 90 2 13
11 6 28 51 4 9 91 2 14
12 6 4 52 4 10 92 10 29
13 6 5 53 4 11 93 6 34
14 2 4 54 4 12 94 2 15
15 2 5 55 4 13 95 10 30
16 2 6 56 4 14 96 10 31
17 2 7 57 4 15 97 4 24
18 2 8 58 4 16 98 10 32
19 2 9 59 4 17 99 10 33
20 7 4 60 4 18 100 10 34
21 7. 5 61 7 7 101 10 35
22 7 6 62 7 8 102 12 9
23 8 10 63 7 9 103 10 22
24 a n 64 7 10 104 .10 23.
25 8 12 65 4 19 105 12 10
26 8 13 66 7 11 106 12 11
27 8 14 67 4 20 107 10 24
28 1 4 68 7 12 108 12 12
29 1 5 69 4 21 109 12 13
30 8 15 70 4 .22 110 6 35
31 a 16 71 4 23 111 6 36
32 8 17 72 10 25 112 12 14
33 10 9 73 6 29 L13 10 36
34 10 10 74 6 30 314 6 37
35 10 11 75 6 6 115 S 18
36 10 12 76. 10 26 116 1 6
37 10 1,3 77 10 27 1^7 1 7
38 10 14 78 6 .31. 118 1 8
39 10 15 79 .6 32 1^9 1 9






TABLE, Va - Continued.
ORIFICE VS VALVE-PORT
Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port Orifice Valve Port,
121 PL UGED 521 1 23 561 9 27
122 1 12 522 9 8 562 9 28
123 1 13 523 9 9 563 9 29
124 1 14 524 9 10 564 9 30
125 12 15 525 9 11 565 9 31
126 2 16 526 9 12 566 3 30
127 2 17 527 9 13 567 3 31
128 12 16 528 9 14 568 3 32
129 2 18 529 9 15 569 3 33
130 2 19: 530 9 16 570 3 .34
131 2 20 531 3 10 571 3 35
132 2 21 532 PLUGGED 572 3 36
133 12 17 533 3 12 573 5 4
134 2 22 534 3 13 574 11. 4
135 2 23 535 3 14 575 11 5
136 12 18 536 3 15 576 11 6
537 3 16 577 11 7
538 9 17 578 11 8
53: 9 18 579 11 9
540 9 19 580 5 5
501 7 13 541 9 20 581 5 6
502 7 14 542 9 21 582 5 7
503 1 15 543 9 22 583 5 8
504 1 16 5" 9 23 584 5 9
505 1 17 545 9 24 585 5 10
506 1 18 ` 546 3 17 586 5 11
507 1 19 547 3 18 587 n .10
508 1 20 548 3 19 588 11 11
509 1 21 549 3 20 589 5 12
510 1 22 550 3 21 S90 PLUGGE D
511 9 4 551 3 22 591 11 12
512 9 5 552 3 23 592 12 19
513 9 b 553 P L U G G E D 593 .12 20
514 9 7 554 3 25 594 12 . 21
515 3 4 555 3 26 595 7 15
516 3 5 556 3 27 596 7 16
517 3 6 557 3 28 597 3 37
516 3 7 558 P L U G G E D 598 3 38
519 3 8 559 9 25 599 11 13


















































































TABIE V,  Concluded.
ORIFICE VS VALVE--PORT


































































































































































VALVE-FORT VS ORIFICE NUMBER
VALVE
FORT 1 2 3 4 5 6
4 28 14 515 43 573 12
5 29 15 516 47 580 13
6 116 16 517 48 581 75
7 117 17 518 49 582 80
S 118 18 519 50 583 84
9 119 19 520 51 584 86
10 120 81 531 52 585 87
11 88 53 586 714
1.2 142 89 533 54 589
13 123 90 534 55 716
14 124 91 535 56 611 731
15 503 94 536 57 612 732
16 504 126 537 58 613 742
17 505 127 546 59 614 743
18 5o6 129 547 60 615 744
19 507 130 548 65 I	 616 745
20 508 131 549 67 617 746
21 509 132 550 69 618 757
22 510 134 551 74 61:9 758




25 706 554 628 761
26 I	 555 629 767



















TABLE YI. - Concluded.
VALVE-FORT VS ORIFICE NUMBER
VALVE
PORT 7 9 10 11 12
4 20 720 511 6 574 1
5 21 721 G	 512 7 575 2
6 22 513 8 576 3
7 b1 739 514 9 577 4
8 62 740 522 10 578 5
9 63 85 523 33 579 102
10 64 23 524 34 587 105
11 66 24 525 35 588 106
12 68 25 526 36 591 108
13 501 26 527 37 599 109
14 502 27 526 38 600 112
15 595 30 529 39 601 125
16 596 31 530 40 602 128
17 620 32 538 41 603 133
1s 709 115 539 42 604 136
19 710 723 540 44 605 592
20 719 724 541 45 606 593
21 722 725 542 46 607 594
22 735 726 543 103 608 701
23 .741 727 544 104 609 707
24 764 726 545 107 610 708
25 765 729 559 72 622 717
26 736 560 76 623 718
27 737 561 77 b27 730
26 562 62 631 733
29 563 92 632 734
30 564 95 634 747
31 565 96 635 748
32 713 98 711 752
33 756 99 712 753
34 100 749 754
35 101 750 755
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g. 26-OTS ET Pressure Tap Locations
Figure 2. -- Continued.
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FIG. 48 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. FUSELAGE.
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FIG. 48
	
	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. FUSELAGE.






































CR03BCBa UPWT 1059 CIH43 01 ALONE	 ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 x/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES





















n	 70	 4n	 so	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180
0
FIG. 48 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, FUSELAGE
BETA- 0. RN/L= 3.0
0FIG. 48	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. FUSELAGEO,



























ALPHA	 X/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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FIG. 48 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. FUSELAGE.
BETA= 0, RN/L=
 3.0
(R03BCB) UPWT 1059 [IH4] Ok ALONE
































CR03LCB] UPWT 1059 CIH4] 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WIN:a
cyMBUL	 ALPHA	 2Y/8K	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






—.4	 —.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/Cw
.4	 .2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2.E
X/Cw
FIG. 49 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, LOWER WING.
BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
CR03LCB) UPWT 1059 CIH43 0.1 ALONE
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X/ CW











PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 -






CR03LCB) UPWT 1059 CIH47 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER. WING

















-.2	 a	 _2	 _a	 _F	 I_n	 1.2	 1_4
X/Cw








FIG. 49	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ARBITER. LOWER WING.
BETA- 0, RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 533
CR03LCBI UPWT 1059 CIH4? 01 ALONE
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FIG. 49 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, LOWER WING.
BETA 0,. RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 534
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
CR03LCB3 UPWT 1059 CTH4) 01 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WFNG







-.4	 -_a	 n	 .a	 _'4_r,	 _8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
xicw
4+-+ 1
-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CR03LCB3 UPWT 1053 CIH43 01 ALONE 	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/.BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	










-.4	 -.2	 0	 _2	 _4	 _^	 _A	 i_n
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	
I H11
 1.2	 1.4
CR03LCB) UPWT 1059 CIH4] 01 ALONE
	
ORB. LOWER WING
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..	 LU ;[I U 1111111ILL111"ll., I
 .2	 .4	 .G	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CRQ3LCB) UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
























CR03LCB) UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WI14G
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BN	 MACH








RN/l.	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
>	 -
^_ 4 	-.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .S	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/CW
CR03LCB] UPWT 1059 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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x/cw
FIG. 49 VARIATION OF cP/CP5 ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER- LOWER WING.
BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
CR03LCB) UPWT 1059 CIH47 OI ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA:	 2Y/BW






















RN&	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
4	 2	 0	 .2	 4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 .1.4
X/CW
.2
-. 4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/Cw




q 	 .4	 _6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
XlCW
Ii-i
CR03UCB) UPWT 1059 CIH4] 01 ALONE 	 ORB. UPPER WING

















CRMUCB) UPWT 1059 CIH43 0I ALONE





























.2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.1	 I.4
X/CW
f
-.4	 —.2	 .0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
PAGE 545
it. I. M llpr
1.4
CR03VCB3 UPWT 1059 CIH4] 01 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 Z/BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	



















	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, VERTICAL TAIL,
BETA- 0. RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 546
CRO VCB3 UPWT 1059 CIH43 01 ALONE








-.4	 -.1	 U	 .4	 .b	 ,b	 1.0	 1.L	 l.^t
X/C,;
PARAMETRIC VALUES



















CR03VCBJ UPWT 10159 CIH4 01 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 Z/BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES




















(R03VC8) UPWT 1059 UHU 01 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAI L
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 I/av	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	-
















-.4	 2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/Cv
CR03BCC] UPWT 1059 EIH41 01 ALONE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI
	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






























•_d	 9	 n	 7	 A	 ..F	 A	 t_n	 1.7	 1.4	 1.6
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 .000
CR038CC) UPWT 1059.CIH47 01 ALONE 	 ORBITER FUSELAGE














.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .S	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.0
X/Lb
1.














RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 .000








n	 _9	 _a	 R	 i.n	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
X/Lb
[ATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ARBITER, FUSELAGE.
1= D. RN/L- 5.0
PAGE 553
C.RQ38CC) UPWT 1059 ClH43 01 ALONE 	 ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 PHI	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	








FIG. 52 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. FUSELAGE.
BETA = 0, RN/L= 5.0

























CR03BCC1 ; UPWT 1059 CIk4a 0I ALONE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LB	 b1ACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	








0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140	 160	 180
B--
.......
] UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01 ALONE
	 ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 X/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
-5. ODD













C R03BCC) UPWT 1059 C I H4) 01 ALONE	 ORM TER FUSELAGE


























CR03LCC) UPWT 1059 CIH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA.	 2Y%BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






1 .0	 114111 Illil t lot. Im. Ill 114111111 1111,1111a Ill 11113 1 1 .... 111 Is Ill Il I f	 I If 1.1,141	
111flTumlillism Jail &114 .11,





RHIL	 5.000	 BETA	 4000




.CR03LCC3 UPWT 1059 CIN43 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 2Y/Bh	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	



















[ROKM UPWT 1059 CUM] 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MAN	 PARAMETRIC VALUES




1 . 0 villimill l I mg I
X/cw
LR03LCC? UPWT 1059 EIH43 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL
	
ALPNA	 2Y/BN	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	-5.000	 .600	 3.700
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CR03LCC) UPWT IC153 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING


















4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CR03LCC) UPWT 1059 CIH43 01 ALONE	 ORB. LOWER WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
-5.000
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X/CW
FIG. 53
	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. LOWER WING,
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. Y	 -. L	 - V 	 • L	 .i	 . V	 • V	 i• V	 a• t	 a• a
X/CW
CR03UCC] UPWT I059'CIH4) 01 ALONE













-.2	 .0	 . 2	 .4	 . G	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/CW
Ile Fr I t l,^l rr ILa l . I 111
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. fe r t l I" JII1 111 [l u?
1.0	 1.2	 1.4
irr lI,1 1n1 nn usI n„ nrr u,s 1 u 11!! s11r
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l^1,_' [I111,f!!!^„1l I11 11I ^,,,fl,;rrillllll„
1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CRO3UC:C3 UPWT 1053 (IH4) 01 ALONE	 ORB. UPPER WING


















FIG. 54	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATEO ORBITER, UPPER WING,
BETA= 0, RN/L= 5.0
PAGE 572
11i 1I^ i I Et 11 I I I I I t I I,I ie.p I III^i
1.2	 1.4
I^llltf ll111 llu t t l l L t	 I q itle a ei
1.2	 1.4
PAGE 573
[ROUCC3 UPWT 1059 EIH4) 01 ALONE 	 ORB. UPPER WING
SYMBOL.
	
ALPHA	 2Y/9W	 MACH	 PARAME:TRiC.VALUES
	













LR03VCC3 UPWT 1059 {IH43 0.1 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 Z/By	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	.000	 .299
	




























-_^	 o	 .^	 .^	 .F;	 .s	 1.0	 1,2	 1.4
j
LRQ3VCC3 UPWT 1059 CIH43 01 ALONE	 ORB. VERT. TAIL














RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 .000
Ta
b




	 ALPHA	 Z/BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	








.4	 .2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .t3	 1.0	 1.Z	 1.4
X/C„
( R03BCE) UPWT 1059 t I H4) 01 ALONE












--. 4	 -. ^	 0	 .2
ORBITER FUSELAGE
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 5.000
X/Lb
l
•_4	 _7	 _4	 _ R 	 .S	 1. q 	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
PAGE 577
1 f l
.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.E






	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 =s. 000
	 I80.000	 3.700	 RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 5.000






FIG. 56	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, FUSELAGE.
BETA= 5. RN/L= 3.0
.4	 --_2	 n	 9	 _4	 r,	 _s	 i.n	 1_2	 1.4	 1.6
CR03BCE
	
UPWT 1059 CIH4? 01 ALONE
	
ORBITER FUSELAGE
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI	 MACH
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FIG. 56	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, FUSELAGE.
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FIG. 57 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER, LOWER WING.
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FIG. 59 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED ORBITER. VERTICAL TAIL.
BETA = 5. RN/L= 3.0
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FIG.. 60	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L= 1.2
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THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL, TANK, BETA= D, RN/L= 1.2
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FIG. 61	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK ' BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
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	 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0. RN/L= 3,0
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FIG. 61
	
VARIATION: OF C,"L)/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
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VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L = 3.0
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THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L= 5.0
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FIG. 62 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L= 5.0
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FIG. 62 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK, BETA= 0, RN/L = 5.0
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FIG. 63 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED SOLID ROCKET BO0STERCS81.
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FIG. 63 VARIATION OF CP/CPS ON THE ISOLATED SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERCS830
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(A03BAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES









CA03LAA) UPWT 1050 CIH-4a MATED/AL©NE RATIO.©%. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
(^	 .000	 .100	 2.360	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA
q 	 5:000	 .250'
10.0




EA03LAA3 UPWT 1059 LIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIMRS. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 .000	 .600	 2.360	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA	 1000
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FIG. 72	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
BETA 0v RN/L= 1.2	
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EC R03L.AA) UPWT 1059 C I H-4 7 MATED/ALONE RAT I 0, ORES, LWR WING
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES






-.4	 -.2	 C	 ..2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/CW
F
CA03LAA3 UPWT 1059 CIH*-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES








INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
BETA= 0, RN/L = 1.2
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If Ifl
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CA03LAA3 UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED /ALONE RATIOvORB. LWR WING
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FIG. 72 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING,
BETA= 0, RN/L= 1.2
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aEA©3LAA? UPWT 1059 CIH-42 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2YJBW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	


























INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED-PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
BETA= 0. RN/L= 1.2
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	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
. 1




(AQ3LAA) UPWT 1059 [IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BN	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 -5.000	 .600	 4.600	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA	 .00O
11JJ	 .000	 .500
10.0




all 111111111311111111 JULA=.= E 1"tlmjj=j11jutjlffi I
o.	 .2	 .4	 .6	 . 6 	1.0	 1.Z	 1.4
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CA03LAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA
	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 -5.000
	 .850	 4.600	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA.	 .000
















	 INTERFERENCE TO UNOiSTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER LOWER WING+
BETA= 0, RN/L= 1.2
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ta a	 ,
CA03UAA) URWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB, UPR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 .000
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2Y/BN	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES






. ,^ a	 X/G
CA03UAAl. UPWT 1059 CIH-4l MATED/ALONE RATI.Q.LRB. UPR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BK	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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FIG. 73	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER UPPER WING.
BETA= 0. RN/L= 1.2
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[A03VAA] UPWT 1059 [1H-4] MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 Z /BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
1



















CA03VAA? UPWT 1033 IIH-4l MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL
SYMBOL	 ALPHA
	 2/BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
:000
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	 INTERFERENCE TO UN€7ISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL.





CA03VAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATI© ► ORB. VRT TAIL
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INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL.
BETA 0, RN/L= 1.2
PACE 783
Z--CA03VAA] UPWT 10.59 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATI©.ORB. VRT TAIL
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/BV	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
LJ	
5.000






0 10.0 -	 -	 -	 -
CL
a.	 1.0	
-	 - -	 - -	 -- - -- -	 - - -	
-	 -
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	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL,









Q	 -5400	 67.5OO	 3.700
IJ	 .oao	 .0.00
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 2.200	 BETA	 .000
.1
100.0
—.^	 2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .S	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
K/LT
10.0
C.AQ3TAA.] UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH
Q	 -5.000	 112.500	 3.700







.4	 --.2	 0	 2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/LT
1	 2	 b	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/LT
i	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= O, RN/L= 1.2
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CA03TAA] UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 5.000	 I80.000	 3.700	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA	 0000





















INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNAL TANK,





(A03TAA) UPWT 1059 [IH- 4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH
^7	 -5.000
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FIG. 75	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= 0. RN/L= 1.2
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CA03TAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	








-.4	 .2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
.X/LT
10.0
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CA03TAA] UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH
Q	 =5.000	 135.000	 41600	 RN/






















CA03TAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK


























C A03TAA ) UPWT 10159 C IH-43 MA T EO/ALONE RATIO-EXT. TANK
5YMBGL	 ALPHA	 XILT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q	 -5.000	 .350
	 3.700	 RN/L	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
	
.000	 .300
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FIG. 75
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK,
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IA03TAA] UPWT.1059 CIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 x /LT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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CA03TAA] UPWT 1059 [IH-4] MATED/ALONE RATIQ,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/Lx	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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CA03TAA? UPWT 1059 CIH-4.1 MATED/ALONE RATIO-EXT. TANK
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INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= 0. RN/L= 1.2
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CA03TAA) UPWT 1059.tIH-47 MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNAL TANK.
BETA- 0, RN/1_= 1.2
4
280
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SYM80L
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(AQ3TAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4a MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
PARAMETRIC VALISESSYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LT	 MACH
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	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED.PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER.
BETA= Or RN/L= 1.2
	
PAGE	 807
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FIG..76	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBEO PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLLD.ROCKE_T BOOSTER.
BETA= 0, RN/L= 1.2
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UPWT 1059 CIH--4) MATED/ALONE RATIO. S. R. B.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PSI.	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
.000	 180.000	 4.600	 RNfL	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
50.000
10.0Q
fCA03SAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-41 HATED /ALONE RATIO, S. R. B.
SYMBOL.
	
ALPHA 	 PSI	 MACH





RH/L	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
.4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
.000
0	
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FIG, 76	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER.
BETA= 0, RN/L= 1.2	 PAGE	 812
CA03SAA] UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO. S. R. B.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PSI	 MACH
	
PARAMETRIC ETA
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C A03SAA ) UPWT 1059 E I N-4 3 MATED/ALONE RATIO, S. R. S.
SYMBOL	 AT PHA	 X/LSFZB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 .000
	 .GCO	 3.700	 RN/L.	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
.400
10. 0
CA03SAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO, S. R. B.
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FIG. 76
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER.
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C A03SAA a UPVIT 1059 C I H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO, S. R. B.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 %&SRS	 MACH




RN/L	 1.200	 BETA	 .000
.1
10.0
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FIG. 76	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER,
BETA= 0. RN/^.= 1.2
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FIG. 76
	
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER.





EA03SAA) UPWT 1059 CIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATIO, S. R. B.
.SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LSRB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0	 .000	 .930	 4.600	 RN/L
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C A03SAA) UPWT 1059 C I H-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO, S. R. B.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LSR9	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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^ 1.0
E
C R03BAB ] MIT 1 DSS C I H-41 i viA i CD/ALONE RATIO. LRB. FUS
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI	 MACH
O	 .000	 95.000	 2.380
q 	 5.000	 .000
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 3.000	 SETA	 .000
4.	 --.2	 0	 .2	 4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.6
X/Lb
.1
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FIG. 77	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE.
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X/Lb
CA03BAB7 UPWT 1059 CIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATI0.ORB. FUS.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC YALJESQ	 .coo	 180.000	 2.350:	 RN/L	 3.008	 BETA	 .000
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FIG. 77
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE.
BETA 0. RN/L= 3.0
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(A03EAD 1 UPW t i'05 S C	 V-1 /1 i ErVALONE RA e IO- OR8. FUS
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INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER FUSELAGE.
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
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FIG. 77	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE,
BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
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CA03BAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATIQ.ORB. EUS.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI
	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
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FIG. 7.7	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGEO

























	 INT€RFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGEf
BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
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^L
1AQ3BAB) UPWT 1059 (IN 44.) MATEO/ALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS.
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 X/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
























	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE.
	 -- --




CA03BAB1 UPWT 1059 CIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB..FUS.
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FIG. 77
	
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE$
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
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FIG..77	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER FUSELAGE.
BETA= 0. RN/L= 3.0
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CAMBAB] UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATEDIALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS.













(A038AS) UPWT 1059 [IH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO-ORB. FUS.













CA03BAB7 UPWT 1059 CIH-47 MATEWALONE RATIO,ORB. FUS.
SYMSCL
	 ALPHA	 X /LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES











rCA03BAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO-ORB. FUS.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA
	 X/LB	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VAWES










Ml ltl 	 ILL]	 L.1^









X/LB	 MACH	 PARAHETRIL VALUES
	








CA03LABI UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIC9.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y /BW.	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
O	 .000	 .400	 2.360	 RN/L	 3.000	 BETA
(]	 51.000	 4250
-.4





CA03LAB? UPWT 1059 CIH-4I MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	












	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
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C.A03LAB3 UPWT 1059 CIH-41 MATEDfALONE RATI0.0%. LWR WING







-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L








CA03LAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. L.WR WING
SYMB0[,
	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH
	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






- . 4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/CW
_,4
--.2 G .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
CA03LAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-47 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. L.WR WING
SYMBOL
	 A1-PHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH





RN/L.	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
10.0





	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/Cw
	
FIG. 78	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
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	 INTERFERENCE.TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.













CA03LABI UPWT 1059 CIH--43 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
-10.000	 .600	 3.700	 RN/1.	 3.000	 BETA	 .000


































2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES











	 -.2	 .0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
x/C
FIG. 78. INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER LOWER WING.
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
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CA03LAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-4I MATED/ALONE RATIO,ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL


























CA03LAB3 UPWT 1059 CIH"4? MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. LWR WING
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	













C A03UAB I UPWT 1059 11H-4)  MATED/ALONE RAT I O XRB. UPR WING












.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1 .2	 1.4
X/Cw
10.0
.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 ..6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/cw
CA03UAB) UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATI0,0RB. UPR WING
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 2Y/BN	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	








-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
x/CW
-.4	 -.2
	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
1 fiinL+-'- r'1'TIJ.LL LLfl1.].il.L.frrl ^rr.4rn^i,^.r-#^^r3 Er.r Liul.E^u_ilrrr:l ^^ul,rrel^n^I ^^irl rr ^^ 1 1,LA.LII LL.L	 r r	 r rl a r	 r	 rrlr.r.I l I . . .	 e	 4 114 10 n. I r n rl. e.. l 1 t I rL0
4	 -.2
	 0	 .2	 .4	 .0	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/CW
FIG. 79
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER UPPER WING,
BETA 0, RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 850
i-v
CA03UAB] UPWT 1:059 (IH-4) f4ATED/ALONE RATIO-ORS. UPR WING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA
	 2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	















. 1_. Fi n% 1 r^rrrl^^ .^_e F{J^rlrn rir.. FLrrler rlere 4rrs t- 	 LI LI^EIauEIJlL irnFunireirlrr rlrrrrlrrilhurisrreirrrr{sruiyJ,Fr
	
LlieretluirlH l llil I Ip Ii H 3%111,'3.111111 11% eu	 ....	 ya






	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER UPPER WING.
BETA- 0. RN/L= 3.0
PAGE	 851
CA03UABI UPWT 1059 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. UPR WING
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 2Y/BW
	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	
10.000	 .800















	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER UPPER WINGI,
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 852
iAQ3VAB1" UPWT 1059 fIH-4) MATED /ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL
SYPNSOL	 ALPHA	 Z/BV	 MACH









--.2	 0	 .2	 4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/C„









-.4	 --.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/C,
	
FIG. 80	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL.




CA03VAB) UPWT 1058.CIH-4l MATED/ALONE RATIO.ORB. VRT TAIL















r'tJl nri r ,fe	 ur,r e r r f ^rr • rTrr f r r r rirr rn rnr rru nr	 i ftn nf,	 ur ,	 re i rr	 r, n	 n, t,.r f,r,I Ia f+r +„ ^
	
^.^	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 I.2	 1.4
.I
	
-.4	 --.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 I.2	 1.4
X/C„
	
FIG. 80	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER VERTICAL TAIL+
BETA= 0 RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 854
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 3:000	 BETA	 .000
lII111 Jo. t' I3111 I ' m 1 1111I!!till -l- L,fil1j,loll 4 iftlM Yl tl.. j"j".T
.8	 1.o	 1.2	 1.4
. — .4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
r














— .4	 --.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/C„
	
FIG. 80	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ORBITER VERTICAL TAILP
BETA= 0o RN/L= 3.0
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CA03VAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-47 MATED/ALONE RATIMIRB. VRT TAIL
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 Z/9V	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






-.4	 -..2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X! C„
10.0	 .^..
- .4	 =.2	 0	 .2	 . 4 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
yy 












RN/L	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
.	 t fiuil_ r_rr l r^yr r r I e+ r rl + n l.r II l rxel r r++ I ri r.l. + ; I Lr 1 , i i t t r I,,I Ite f  I r rx I. I I r I j x 1. rI r xar r I r I x r E t e n 	 x 1.. Ir rrr f r rrr I r et Inr rh^I, 11, 111.. ex I, 10 x I n 	 nt r l r r l r1.ri 1 1 11_I_IT rrt rr^.l
1	 — .4	 —.2	 0	 .2	
.4	











	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK.
BETA- 0, RN/L= 3.0
PAGE 857
CA03TAB] UPWT 1053 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES




















 t . . . if r a ^^la °.LI	 t i.
-.4	 2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 -
X/LT
FIG. 81. INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOSo EXTERNAL TANK
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0
PANE	 858
-.4	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
r
[A03TAB) UPWT 1059 [IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL



























THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRVC VALUES






-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 . b	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X./L-T
100.0





















	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA = 0, RN/L= 3.0	
PAGE	 86.1
	
-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/LT
CA03TAB] UPWT 1059 CIN-4] MATED/ALONE RATI©,EXT. TANK

















.0	 .2	 .4	 ,6	 .8	 l.0	 1.2	 1.'t
X /LT
	
EIG. 81	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK ►










UPWT 1059 (IH-4) MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES








-.4	 -.2 0	 .2 .4	 .6
X/LT









0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .S	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/LT
INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= 0, RN/L= 3.0 PAGE	 863
.000
I	 "	 -_4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 i.D	 i.2	 1.4




CA03TAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATIQ.EXT. TANK








RH/L	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
1U.0
.li+++	 r: r+++^n I+ ^„l iinrel+n t^!l 11T11.0 RII ++ 1f l^^r+l++._„^ "F""'
-.4	 -.^	 0	 _2	 .4	 .G	 .8	 1,d	 1.2	 1.4
X/LT
10.0
LA03TAB) UPWT 1059 (IH-4) FATED/ALONE RATIQ.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 THETA	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
10.000	 210;000
	














CA03TA9 . ) UPWT 1059 CIH-4? MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK












CA03TAB) UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 X/LT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES





Szeu.Lt+IfirruluIrl.irtint11 T tftlIIII 	 ulIurl^ia,^,t,I	 rnitnrltr	 t+l arJunlrrrrin i	 I rr	 41	 rt I 
i 
10 0rfuuifrrtln I rlvIlltI+rlt1 tllI nIt t	 l+ Ill Itn








	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= 0. RN/L.= 3.0
280	 32C
PAGE	 B68























	 -40	 0	 40	 80	 120	 160	 200	 240	 280	 32C
PAGE 869
FIG. 81	 INTERFERENCE TO UNOISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, EXTERNAL TANK,
BETA= 0, RN/L = 3.0
8
F
CA03TAB) UPWT .1059 CIH-41 MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYM80L
	 ALPHA	 x/LT	 MUCH	 PAR:k,ETRIC VALUES















8CA03TAB3 UPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIO,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 XJLT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES








-80	 -40	 G	 40	 80	 I20	 160	 200	 240	 280	 320
CA03TAB) UPWT 1059 CIH"4) MATED/ALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK
SYMBOL
	
ALPHA	 K/LT	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
	






















I - 1 , 1 r	 I I I	 I	 I I I	 I i I 1	 2 11	 1	 11	 1111	 1 t p	 I I I I	 I
 0	 40	 80	 120	 160	 200	 240	 280	 32C
8
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RWL	 3.000	 BETA	 .000
3 f
€ 60.	 —40	 0	 40	 80	 120	 160	 200	 240	 260	 32(
.000
CA03TAB) OPWT 1059 CIH-43 MATED/ALONE RATIC,EXT. TANK
SYMBOL















30	 -4D	 q ^'1D	 ^ n	 1 2n	 1 Rn	 2nn	 24n	 280	 32(
8
PARAMETRIC VALUES
RN/L	 3.000	 BETA .000
(A03TAB) UPWT 1059 CIN W43 MATEWALONE RATIO.EXT. TANK








30	 -40	 0	 4n	 Fin	 17n	 ] 6n	 203	 2.40	 280	 32(
3Cl	 -^C3	 •C]	 4^,	 '80	 120	 160	 2r^.	 240	 2$0	 32C
8
LAn^^'AB^ U^'1^T 1059 tIH-^3 MATED/ALQNE ^ATId,EXT. TRNK
SYMBOI.	 AEPkA
	 %/L:T	 MAGH	 PhRAIiETRIC VALUES








Inrl^ree^luir	 r	 u rrr	 rr^r^•[ ^°n	 ir:: dre: u,^ n, ,... nu ;L1	 r^	 urr en ^r^-r nr. .rrr y ,p rr r r^^rr rr:^^rr . • r r,., ,en r r rr, rsee_u^rrrr (p. +eer. rire rr, rur err
30	 —4Cl	 D	 40	 66	 i 2t3	 160	 2Q0	 240	 280	 32C
r
. _.' _ _.
t A^3TAB ^
	 U['WT 1059 C I H--^ ^ MATEF]/ALpNE RAT I 0. E}(T. TAMK
SYMBOL


















- -- - -
	 -
. i




	 INTERFERENCE T^ UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. E7CTERNAL TANK.




	 _	 .-^...-- _	 ....
^^
C A03TAB ] UP1^T l OS9 C F H--4 ] MATED/AL®NE RAT I f^. EXT. TANK
5YH84L
	
ALPHA	 X/LT	 E7AE:H	 PAF2AHEsTE^IC VALUE=S
	
— 14.000	 .940	 4.800	 RN/L	 3.fl00	 BETA	 .044	 ^^,
g	 —5.000	 ,850

























rCA03SABJ	 UPWT I059 CiHM4) MATED/A!^[^NE RATiQ. S. R. B.
SvMBdL	 hLPwA :	 >ASE	 MACw














.ti	 i.0	 1.L	 1.^3
PARAliETRiC VAUUES










-^.4^	 '-.2	 0	 ^	 ,2	 .4	 •6	 -8	 i.0	 1.2	 1.4
X/LSRB
FIG. 82	 INTERFERENCE Tu lJNDISTl.^RBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID F'©CKET BOOSTER.







_..-.:	 _	 ...	 ..	 _.	 ..	 ..	 ...
^^

















4Q	 Sq 	 120	 160	 200	 24 q 	 2B0	 320	 360	 40C
^10	 4C3'	 80	 I20	 160	 200	 240	 280	 320	 360	 400
FIG. 82
	 FNTERFERENCE TO UNOI5Tl1RBED PRESSURE RATI©S. SOLIO RQCKE^' BpOSTER.
BETA= 0. RN/L- 3.0
PAGE 885
CA©3SAB^	 UPWT I059 (iFl--4^ MATEDtAL©NE RATIO. S. R. B.
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 %/LSRe	 MACH	 PARAt4£TRIC YALU£5






^	 40	 8n	 ] 2n	 1 ^ q 	 inn	 ^.4n	 ^f^n	 `` 37n	 36n	 40n
^,o
a	 ^o	 so	 izo	 i^a	 zan	 ^^n	 ^Rn	 3^0	 3fio 	 ion
5^l
_....rte
CAQ3SABI UPWT X059 tZH-^^ MATEO/ALpNE RAi'I©. S. R. B.
5YMBpL	 ALPHh	 X/LSRB	 hihCi-!





'0	 ^0	 80	 I2D	 160	 200	 240	 280	 320	 360	 400
ID.O
,1
0	 40	 80	 I2D	 16.0	 200	 240	 280	 320	 360	 400
FIG. 82
	
	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET BE^aSTER.











CAQ35AF] UPWT 1OS9 CIH-4J MATED/ALOiVE RATIOo 5. R. B,
	
SYMBpL	 ALPHA-	 XlLSRB	 MACH-	 PARAHETRIC VALUES
	






1 (j . O

























1	 40	 80	 12d	 160	 200	 240	 280	 320	 360.- 4D0
.	 • ^. !•r rill rf rlrrf iS rrrlf • vf Rr rr r{f••rl rr r .e Frrrll irrrlrrrrf if [l fl i_1.1.1^ ^rrl rf ^rl^lrlriirl[rr r{rrer .rr riirf rlf riflrr[r!r[r111'r11 ^,yArlrrrr lt^ lirrfletr tlJaf!_1_It1I1111L1 e[ltiflii^^
±
LLlJllilJ.l.C.I1AL1].1.11^
0	 40	 80	 i2D	 i60	 2Q^	 24D	 28D	 32D	 3UD	 400
FIG. 82
	
	 INTERFERENCE TD UNp IS7t1RBED PRES5LIRE RATIOS. SOLID ROCKET 6003TER^









..	 ....... .	 ...	 ..
t..
`	 CAQ3SAB3 UPWT 1859 tIH-4l MATED/AL©NE RATI©, S. R. B.
SYFSHQL
	
h^PHA	 %JL$RB	 MhGH	 PARhHETRiC YhWE5
Q	 .000	 .780	 ^k.600	 RNIL	 3.000	 9ETh	 .aOQ
7{70





^	 4^	 ^ ^^	 ^ 2C3	 l 50	 200-	 7.4f]	 280	 320	 360	 40C
.1
FIG. 82	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, SOLI q RdCKET BOgSTER,



























3	 40	 0o	 t 2a	 ^ ^n	 ^r^q 	 ^a q 	 ^sn	 32q 	 3so	 ^o^
.	 , .,	 tee...,.,...-ns.?,=,.,,^„
^..- '-.













^ 7 I^,}^^h.nhn N^i^ . 4^uilseitln^ I.r LF1 L171ra^I^i^^Y u^i u^il . ^ ^i^re^4^^^	 ^srin^^l^ee.! L^1^.^ LI1ll)J1^^lnuliael.r^^1^^^^Il^^iu iJr^^^1: ^f^^^^ln^if .^^^l..aLrnlw^lint{ t1^JLL1l1_I1 F ice"_ T	 ^ 3  '_'
--.4	 ^.2
	 ^	 .^2





CA03BAC^ URWT IC159 CIN- •47 MATE©JALONE RATI p . pRB. FUS.
SYMBOL
	 ALPHA	 PHI
	 `tACH	 AARAMETRIC VALIJI:S














C A03BRC J	 U^'4^T x..059 f i H-4) MA^BD/ALCiVE RAT I Ci. CRB, FUS.
SYMBOL - ALPHA	 PHI
	
MACM
O	 -5.000	 95.D00	 3.700 .





RN/L	 5:000	 BErA	 .00t3
lo.a
CAa3BA0^ EJPWT Y059 [IH-4^ MATED7ALONE R^,TI p . pRB. FUS.
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 PHI	 MACH	 PARATIEYRlC VALUES













(^	 -5.000	 95.p00	 4.500q 	 .000	 .01]0
-^ ..
PARAME'fR1C VALUES
RN/!.	 9.000	 BETA	 .000
,^
1 C) O . D
4	 -_^	 C]	 2	 4	 _6	 .^3	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1. G
X/Lb.









rrrlrnelrrrrlrrrrF^arrrlrrult . r rlr r^ ut^_e_^_ta.tr r t^LS rrr:u r^nli_r_r_^S11L;^.LLL,LY.LLLR[illa-1.7.7.L{
"'• 4	 —. 2	 Cl	 . 2	 .4	 . SG7_'	 . 8	 1.0 1.2	 1.4	 1. G
X/Lb
FIG. 83
	 INTERFERENCE TC4 UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIC7S^ pRBII'ER FUSELAGE.
BETA= 0. RNfL= 5.0
PAGE	 897
._
.aao ^F -^-- .





0	 2^0 ^	 40 ,	 60	 80	 100	 120.	 140	 160	 180.1
100.E
..._ ^ _	 ..
^.
t Ap 3^3AC:)	 UPWT I059 t i H-4) {SATED/ALONE FiA'T I ®. E^RB. FUS.
5YMBOL	 AE.PHA	 K/LB	 MACH
















1	 Q	 20	 40	 60	 .80	 100	 1 ^0	 1 ^1Q	 .160	 180
FIG. SB	 INTERFERENCE TO UNQISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBI^'EP. FUSELAGE.
BETA Q. RN/L- 5.0
PAGE	 89:.^
,:^-:.:
IIl LLI^1L L.lJ I.L^L3i i11i111I1 1 1111111I1f11^1^1111f11111!llftllll llllll II •/ Illtll:11f11f u^^» ^IIlIf 11111ff1!llll l_L^ if11ff11I111=^^^1^/I111f111111LL—!)Ilfl tl^l„!^^111] ILlI 1111
o	 a_n	 4n	 F,n	 ^o	 ^nq 	 itn	 140	 16a	 lsn
CA©3BACa UPWT 1059 CIH-4^ MATEDIALONE RATIO.ORB. FUS,



















^^Ifi1. 4r^! Ill^II uie1111r111^ !11TH 11E11111+^k^11,i/,IlYlllll lllrlll•I^f11rf11 ^' IS E
	 ^f!1 I n 1il111 E111 ^ 1 !{ Ifl^lflllel^^ Isle rrlll 4flelllf lfllrl nln lflnf^ S' Sjjt 11111111 {.^
0	 20	 90	 -610	 80	 100	 120	 1 CFO	 160	 `13D
FIG. 83	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER FUSELAGE.














C R^36AC: ^ UPWT 109 C IH-4 3 1 SATED/ALONE RAC I Q. aRE. SUS,
SYi'BpL	 ALPHA	 X/LB	 MACH	 AARhF1ETRIC YhLU^S





CAQ3BAC) UPWT TOSS CIH-4] MATE^J/ALONE RATIQ.dRB. FUS.
SYM60L	 hLPFEA	 %fL8	 k1hCH	 PhRhNETRIC VALlfES
Q	 -5.D00	 :60D	 3.700	 RNfL	 5.000	 6E7A	 .DOD-
q 	 .00D	 .300
^.1
1OC).0
























O	 -5.noo	 .zao	 a.sao
O	 .D00	 .100
^ ^>3 , o •. ^ ^"'1^ ^y^ w l^.l i" Y.eIY 1'1I7. - -..{.^

























































0	 20 40 60 g0	 100	 120	 140 160 180



















CA03LAC] U!'WT 1.059 CIH-^] MATEG^AL©NE RATI^.ORB. LwR WING
SYMB{7L	 ALAHA	 2Y/BW	 MACH
O	 .OQC	 .SOD	 2.950
q 	 5.OQ0	 .250
	
1 ^ . ^	 r`	 3 .	 i"	 ^	 rr
^f ^ _
PARAMETRIC YALUE5
RN/L	 5.000	 BETA	 .040
--.4	 -.z	 a	 .z	 .^	 .^	 .s	 ^.^	 i.^	 i.^
xecw
^	 ^.a
CA03LRC] UPWT ;CIG9 CIH-4] MATED/ALONE RATIO^aRB. LViR WING
SYh180L
	
ALPHA	 2Y/BN	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC VALUE5









.^	 .6	 ,6	 i.0	 i..L	 l.^t
X1Cw









2Y/BW	 MACH	 PARAMETRIC YALI]E5













tAQ3LAC] UP^lT 1059 tIH-^43 MATED/AL©NE RATIO.ORB, LWR SING
SYMBOL	 ALPHA	 2Y /9W	 ^•1ACH	 PAFiAME7RiC YALIJES
-5,DOR	 .900	 3.70D	 RN/L	 5.DDD	 BETA	 .DOD
,040	 .250.
-10..0
—.4	 —.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 ,8	 .i3	 1 .0	 1.^	 t.^
X/C^
.1	 `




INTERFERE^fCE TIr JNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATI©S, ^FtBIT^R L61^ER WING
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FIG. 84	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDIaTURBEO PRESSURE RATIQS. ORBITER LQWER WING.
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FIG. 85	 INTERFERENCE TO UNQISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER UPPER WING.
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FIG. 87	 INTERFERENCE T© UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EXTERNl1L TANK.
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FIG. 8?	 INTERFERENCE TQ UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATI(35. EXTERNAL TANK.
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FIG. 87	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS. EKTER{vAL TANK+
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FIG. $7	 INTERFERENCE TD UNDISTURBEI:3 PRESSURE RATI[^S. EXTERNAL TANK,
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FIG. 88	 IN^'ERFERENCE TO t1NDI5Tl1RBED PRESSURE RATIQS. SOLID RQCKE'T B^OSTER^
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F'IG. 88	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PF2ESSf^RE RAT10S, SOLID RACKET BQOSTER,
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FIG. 88	 INTERFERENCE TO EINDISTURBEQ PRESSURE RATIa5, SOLID RE^CKET BaOSTER,
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FIG. 89	 INTERFERENCE TO UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS+ ORBITER FUSELAGE.-
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FIG. 85	 INTERFERENCE TQ UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ARBITER FUSELAGE.
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INTERFERENCE TQ UNDISTURBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ARBITER LaWER WING.
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FIG. 9C)	 iNTEREERENCE TO 11NDIS1'URBED PRESSURE RATIOS, ARBITER LOWER WING.
BETA= 5. RN/L^= 3.0
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FIG. 90	 INTERFERENCE ^0 UNQISTURBED PRESSURE RATI^S^ ARBITER LQWER WING
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FIG. 90	 INTERFERENCE TQ UNDiSTUR3Ef^ PRESSURE RATIOS. ORBITER Lf7i;'ER WING+
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